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Market & Composite Overviews:
•

Equities posted the biggest quarterly decline in four years amid
fears of a global economic slowdown.

•

Specific concerns included Chinese growth headwinds,
European economic and geopolitical drama and the timing of a
rate hike by the Federal Reserve (“the Fed”). Risk aversion
spiked alongside volatility, resulting in the weakness of
economically sensitive sectors. Value lagged, and is on track
for a ninth straight year of underperformance versus growth, an
unusual occurrence given value’s historic outperformance.

•

In this environment, the Templeton Global Equity SMA
Composite declined in excess of its benchmark, the MSCI All
Country World Index.

Regions
Europe has been buffeted by headwinds both internal
(sovereign indebtedness, “Grexit,” political discord) and outside
of its control (refugee crisis, Ukraine, China/emerging markets
slowdown). For these reasons, forward earnings multiples in
Europe have de-rated to their lowest levels in at least a year.
However, policy remains supportive and corporate and
economic fundamentals are improving. We believe the
disconnect between depressed sentiment and more resilient
fundamentals offers attractive buying opportunities.

•

•

•

The Fed’s ability to raise rates is fast becoming a litmus test for
the efficacy of experimental monetary policies. While we believe
the Fed’s decisive policy response to the financial crisis was
warranted, we also realize that sustained zero interest-rate
policy distorts the price of money and impairs the market’s
ability to efficiently allocate capital, ultimately advantaging
financial activity over real economic growth. The interventionist
response followed decades of deregulation and free market
reform; investors should pay close attention to how these trends
develop.
While we continue to find selective opportunities in the dynamic
US corporate sector, we think valuations and profit margins are
too extended for us to match the global index’s 55% weighting
in this single market.

•

China’s transition away from investment should bode well for
the long-term sustainability of economic growth by moderating
the credit intensity of GDP and reducing loss-making economic
activity. The near-term risk is a policy error that leads to a hard
landing or financial crisis. We favor Chinese companies that are
competitive enough to gain market share, are financially wellmanaged and can target efficiency improvements through
internal reforms.

•

Emerging markets offer selectively better value to us after a
weak quarter and sustained underperformance.

Sectors
In this reflexive, risk-off environment, defensive consumer
staples stocks led market performance, while cyclical stocks
lagged, particularly materials. Templeton’s underweight to
expensive consumer staples issues significantly detracted from
relative returns. On the other hand, stock selection and an
underweight in metals and mining helped materials stocks
outperform the benchmark and added relative value overall.

•

•

Overweight health care stocks outperformed, despite a late
biotech sell-off sparked by negative drug-pricing headlines. At
Templeton, we favor lowly valued biotech and pharmaceutical
firms with innovative pipelines offering products with limited
competition or demonstrable advantages over existing
therapies.

•

Commodity-related stocks appear cheap on headline numbers
and are clearly cyclically depressed; however, commodity
cycles are long and low multiples often properly reflect
unsustainable earnings. Selective value has begun to emerge
in the global mining sector following heavy attrition. We
continue to find more abundant value among energy producers
and their services partners, and believe the price of oil will likely
recover towards the marginal cost of production as supply and
demand adjust.

Outlook
• Value stocks traded at their widest discount to growth stocks
since the peak of the technology, media and
telecommunications (TMT) bubble. Following record relative
weakness, value should, in our view, eventually benefit from
economic and monetary policy normalization over our long-term
investment horizon.

•

Valuations overall have retreated and financial conditions have
tightened, suggesting that investor fears about economic
weakness and a Fed rate hike may now be priced into equities.
At Templeton, we are encouraged by our continued ability to
uncover select bottom-up bargain opportunities in this
environment.

A Challenging Quarter
Equities delivered their worst quarter in four years as fear of a
global economic slowdown intensified. The period began amid
heightened volatility as Chinese equities plunged and Greek
voters rejected the European Institutions’ bailout proposal.
Europe’s debt drama soon faded to the background, to be
replaced by a destabilizing migration crisis as hundreds of
thousands of refugees from war-torn regions flooded into the
continent. Above all, China concerns remained front and center,
stoked by heavy-handed equity market intervention and a surprise
depreciation of the renminbi, which prompted a wave of emerging
market currency declines. In the US, economic momentum
remained generally positive, but the Fed held interest rates
steady, citing weaker conditions abroad and the de facto
tightening of financial conditions via market volatility and dollar
strength. Fears of a global economic slowdown and possible
financial contagion intensified, with analysts downgrading global
growth guidance to 3%, the lowest level since 2009. Risk aversion
spiked alongside volatility, resulting in the underperformance of
economically sensitive stocks, the continued decline in emerging
market equities and currencies, and a continuation of the longest
commodity rout on record.

Tribulations of a Value Investor
At Templeton, we have long advocated disciplined adherence to a
time-tested investment process. Yet, as Sir John Templeton
recognized as early as 1945, “Any sound long-range investment
program requires patience and perseverance.” Patience and
perseverance have been particularly challenging of late. The
value investor’s current plight is, by some measures,
unprecedented. Consider this: global value stocks are on course
to underperform global growth stocks for a ninth consecutive year.
From the inception of the MSCI World Value and Growth Indices
in 1975 until the first tremors of the credit crisis in 2007, value
outperformed growth 56% of the time. During this period, value
never had more than a three-year losing streak.
Why has the environment since the onset of the global financial
crisis been so punitive to stocks that trade at a low price relative
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to their underlying assets, earnings and cash flows (i.e., “value
stocks”)? One simple answer is that, in a weak economic growth
environment, investors have afforded a scarcity premium to those
companies that can generate solid near-term sales and earnings
growth. By and large, these companies have not been value
constituents, which instead consist largely of financial and cyclical
firms that have yet to experience genuine earnings normalization.
Other answers concern the nature and effects of financial
repression. When bond yields fall, so too do equity earnings yields
as expected returns on financial assets decline. Since equity
earnings yields are the inverse of price-to-earnings multiples,
falling rates tend to inflate stock valuations, creating a favorable
backdrop for growth stocks. More anecdotally, low policy rates
and extraordinary stimulus have ensured easy access to cheap
capital, a “rising tide” that lifts all risk assets. This extended period
of extraordinarily low interest rates has blurred the fundamental
analysis of company worth, such that very little distinction has
been made between the long-term fundamental prospects of
individual companies. Investors have been rewarded not for their
ability to recognize undervalued businesses, but instead for their
ability to predict policy trends. Summing it all up, central bankers
have engineered a market that affords an unusually high premium
to growth, encourages valuation expansion and fails to distinguish
between corporate fundamentals at the individual security level.
The hostility toward value has been overwhelming.
While we do not know how long these anomalous conditions will
persist, we do know that the imbalances are reaching historic
extremes. As of quarter-end, value stocks traded at the widest
discount to growth stocks (on price-to-tangible book value) since
the height of the technology, media and telecommunications
(TMT) bubble in 2000. The 19th century thinker Orison Marden
wrote that “success is the child of drudgery and perseverance. It
cannot be coaxed or bribed; pay the price and it is yours.” Value’s
historic stretch of underperformance has occurred for much of the
last nine years against a backdrop of rising stock prices, which
has helped blunt the trauma. But, make no mistake, this has been
a period of drudgery and perseverance for value investors. We
believe that our discipline and focus during this period will be
beneficial, and that the current environment offers particularly
attractive opportunities for long-term, fundamentally oriented value
investors.

Europe: Fundamental Disconnect
We continue to find many of these opportunities in Europe, where
sustained low valuations fail to reflect economic and policy
progress. We have written previously on the importance of a
healthy financial system in creating credit to support economic
growth. Eurozone credit data continues to show strength, with
bank lending picking up and consumer credit demand rising. M1
money supply, a key measure of systemic liquidity and lead
indicator of economic activity, is growing at its fastest rate in five
years. Regional PMI (purchasing managers index) readings and
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the closely watched Ifo Business Climate Index also both point to
an ongoing economic recovery. At the corporate level, eurozone
earnings have been resilient and analysts expect profits to
increase 5% in the region this year, which compares favorably to
an expected 6% decline in emerging market earnings and no
forecasted profit growth in the US. Yet, despite robust policy
support, improving economic fundamentals and a buoyant
corporate sector, pessimism abounds. A range of surveys in
Europe suggest that investor sentiment is clearly negative, with at
least one survey showing the highest proportion of bears to bulls
in over three years. Equity valuations in the eurozone have derated because of poor sentiment, not a major deterioration in
fundamentals. Regional stocks at quarter-end traded at their
lowest forward earnings multiple in a year and maintained their
historic valuation discount to US peers.
Weak sentiment in Europe was at least partly attributable to the
increasingly desperate refugee crisis, which escalated
dramatically during the third quarter. This episode is quickly
becoming the most severe test of the ties that bind Europe. While
the geopolitical significance of the refugee crisis is well
appreciated, its economic impact is less widely understood.
Migration into the European Union is expected to be 80% higher
this year than it was last year, with an annualized flow of roughly
one million refugees streaming in from war-torn states in Africa
and the Middle East. This has caused varying degrees of panic
among politicians of all stripes; far-right xenophobes worry about
the erosion of national identity, leftist labor supporters worry about
job security and wage protection, and centrists express concern
about the expansion of the welfare state in economies that are
already deeply indebted. The scale of human suffering associated
with this crisis may be difficult to comprehend, but the scale of the
actual human influx is quantifiable, and manageable. One million
refugees per year represent a mere 0.2% of the total EU
population. For a region with a rapidly aging workforce and
massive social security obligations, any boost to the working age
population should be welcomed. Germany, which is taking the
most migrants, has among the lowest birth rates in the world and
will likely lose six million workers over the next 10 years. We do
not view an influx of determined, resourceful immigrants as a
negative development in this context. Of course, these potential
demographic benefits must be weighed against the real
challenges surrounding cultural integration, social services and
national security. The situation is manageable, and potentially
even advantageous for European economies if handled correctly.
However, it also represents a potentially dangerous flashpoint that
could sow further internal divisions. As such, Europe’s migrant
crisis bears close monitoring.

The Fed Deliberates
The September meeting of the Federal Reserve Open Market
Committee was perhaps the most closely watched economic
event of the third quarter. Yet, in the end, the market did the Fed’s
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job for it. Tighter financial conditions caused by the decline in risk
assets, a stronger US dollar and volatility overseas effectively
delayed the Fed’s first rate hike since the onset of the global
financial crisis. Perhaps more interesting than the decision itself
was the market’s reaction to it. For the first time in recent memory,
investors interpreted a dovish policy move negatively. The Fed’s
ability (or inability) to raise rates is fast becoming a litmus test for
the efficacy of the experimental monetary policies adopted in the
US and elsewhere. A series of successful rate hikes would build
confidence in a coherent exit strategy, and send a signal that the
economy can stand on its own two feet without fixing and
subsidizing the cost of capital. The implications here go beyond
the merits and demerits of Keynesian monetary policy. After three
decades of deregulation and free-market reform in the Western
world, we have reached a crossroads. Will the West renew its
commitment to free-market economic principles, or will the legacy
of the financial crisis be creeping government intervention into and
re-regulation of the private sector?
The reason US policymakers are in a position to consider raising
interest rates in the first place is because they eased immediately
and aggressively in response to the global financial crisis. This
helped stabilize financial markets and establish a new foundation
for growth, which has put the US furthest down the road to
recovery of any major economy. It is also now limiting the
opportunities we are finding in the US corporate sector, where the
earnings cycle has matured. Per share earnings in the US
corporate sector are well above their previous peak, profit margins
are at 30-year highs and valuation multiples are full on nearly
every metric. While we continue to find selective opportunities in
the dynamic US corporate sector, we think value is nowhere near
abundant enough to justify our matching the global index’s 55%
weighting in this single market.

Emerging Opportunities
With the Fed considering raising rates and the US corporate
sector exhibiting some later-cycle characteristics, the question for
global equity investors becomes the resilience of other markets in
the absence of US leadership. Historical precedents are
encouraging. Over the past 40 years there have been four
instances where US equities declined for a sustained period, but
equities in the rest of the world saw positive returns (1976–77,
1980– 81, 1983–84, 1993–94). Each of these periods, as is the
case today, was characterized by divergent regional monetary
policy, with the US tightening while other central banks kept policy
loose.
In particular, emerging markets are turning up selectively better
opportunities after a 20% third-quarter decline and multi-period
underperformance. We have been broadly underweight these
disparate markets for several years, an allocation that positively
contributed to relative portfolio performance during recent periods
as well as the third quarter. However, pessimism in emerging
markets may be reaching an extreme. A gauge of 20 emerging
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market foreign exchange rates hit its lowest level on record during
the quarter, corporate profits margins were the most depressed
ever relative to global peers, and emerging market equities
opened up the biggest valuation discount to developed markets
(on price-to-book value) in over a decade. Investors pulled some
$40 billion out of developing economies in the third quarter,
fleeing emerging markets at the fastest pace since the height of
the global financial crisis. Risks persist—especially in economies
with large current account deficits, excessive government
interference, ties to the commodity complex and high levels of US
dollar debt exposure—but, overall, we are finding selectively
better opportunities across diverse emerging markets.

China: The Return of Volatility
Within emerging markets, all eyes were on China during the third
quarter as a combination of economic headwinds, financial market
volatility and heavy-handed state intervention sparked stability
concerns. The slowdown in economic growth should come as no
surprise to anyone who has followed China objectively over the
last several years. Indeed, the government has explicitly forecast
lower growth as it attempts to lessen the economy’s reliance on
credit-fueled, policy-driven, fixed asset investment and increase
the share of growth attributable to market-oriented consumption
activity. This transition away from capital intensive “smokestack
industries” and toward less cyclical, service sectors is a hallmark
of any economy’s maturation. One major risk, however, is China’s
experimental blend of centrally planned socialism and marketoriented capitalism. Typically, the economies best-suited to deal
with large scale imbalances lay at one extreme or the other. They
are either free market capitalist economies that self-correct
through creative destruction, or totalitarian states that equilibrate
with an iron fist. China historically has been the latter, and is
therefore unaccustomed to managing the impact of market forces,
as evidenced by its flawed stock market intervention in August.
China has huge foreign exchange reserves, low (and domestically
owned) public debt, high savings rates and extensive control over
capital flows and policy measures. But, as recent events have
demonstrated, the risk of a policy error as China meddles in its
increasingly open markets is significant.
The most significant Chinese policy move to reverberate through
global financial markets during the third quarter was the surprise
decision to widen the trading band on the Chinese renminbi,
effectively devaluing the currency against its international peers.
The government argued that the move was consistent with its
stated objectives of currency liberalization and, ultimately,
internationalization. However, many market participants viewed
the depreciation as a desperate attempt to boost export
competitiveness and shore up the value of foreign exchange
reserves during a period of slowing growth. Fears of competitive
devaluation ensued as policymakers from Vietnam to Kazakhstan
allowed their currencies to fall, creating a disorderly sell-off in
emerging market credit and equities. We do believe that China
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genuinely aspires to open its current account and bolster the
status of the renminbi as an international unit of exchange.
However, the key ingredient of any reserve currency is
confidence. A time of slowing economic growth, systemic
corruption purges, severe industrial overcapacity and suspected
banking sector impairments does not seem the ideal moment to
boldly put forth the renminbi as a US dollar alternative. China’s
long-term policy aspirations seem sensible, but the handling of
near-term economic challenges continues to present
disproportionate risks to global stability.
While following China can be endlessly fascinating, we are not
armchair observers. Our job is not to pontificate on China’s future,
but to analyze it thoroughly and buy undervalued stocks that we
believe have the potential to maximize long-term client returns,
based on our research analysis. To this end, the recent
indiscriminate sell-off in Chinese equities has created selective
bottom-up opportunities among lowly-valued H-share offerings. In
particular, we favor companies that are competitive enough to
gain market share (either domestically or overseas), are financially
well managed, and are progressive enough to improve efficiency
through internal reforms. We also look for companies that are
well-positioned within the context of China’s bigger picture
development themes—specifically, companies with the ability to
move up the value chain or benefit from consolidation in their
industries.

Health Care Politics
While many of the major developments in global financial markets
during the third quarter were regional in nature, some notable
sector and industry trends warrant more comment. Health care
made headlines late during the quarter after incendiary stories of
predatory drug pricing sparked a political backlash and a sell-off in
high-flying biotechnology names. Political rhetoric aside, the
market-moving proposal put forth by Hillary Clinton offered almost
nothing new in terms of health care policy and drug pricing. The
proposal contained ideas that have been introduced to Congress
numerous times in recent history without any measurable
success. There is no mechanism to unilaterally “reset” drug prices
in the US and the Republican-controlled Congress continues to
support market-based pricing. We believe this makes the passage
of any drug-pricing legislation highly unlikely before at least 2018.
As far as Templeton’s select biotechnology holdings are
concerned, we own companies that are innovative, and with
specific competitive backdrops and pricing scenarios that vary
widely on a stock by stock basis. More generally, we favor
companies that we deem undervalued in relation to future
earnings as they offer products with limited competition or clearly
demonstrable advantages over existing therapies, or whose share
prices significantly discount competitive pressures. Our
overweight health care position contributed to relative returns
during the third quarter.
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Cratering Commodities: Values and Traps
The entire commodity complex remained under heavy pressure
during the quarter, negatively impacting energy and mining
companies. While the composites’ underweight materials position
positively contributed to performance in this environment, an
overweight in energy proved less favorable, although our stock
selection added some relative value within the sector. Admittedly,
commodity-related stocks appear cheap on headline numbers and
have clearly entered a very depressed part of the cycle; however,
commodity cycles are long and low multiples often properly reflect
unsustainable earnings. In other words, these are companies
where discrimination at the stock level is of great importance. For
each commodity, key distinctions must be made both on the
demand side (primarily regarding China) and the supply side
(primarily regarding geological endowment and ease of harvest).
For these reasons, we are finding few opportunities among
producers of iron ore and coal, which occur in abundance and rely
heavily on China as a source of final demand. On the other hand,
commodities like oil and copper are profoundly useful,
increasingly scarce and difficult to extract, and benefit from
diverse demand drivers both regionally and through the various
stages of an economy’s development.
The energy sector in our view, remains the most abundant source
of long-term potential value within the global commodities space
in our analysis. Within oil markets, a necessary global supply
adjustment is well underway, with higher-cost US oil production
down over half a million barrels a day and the North American rig
count recently falling to a five-year low. Saudi Arabia is feeling the
strains of lower oil prices, and has been forced to liquidate more
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than 10% of its foreign exchange reserves this year alone to shore
up its finances. As this process unfolds, we continue to believe
that oil prices should eventually recover toward the marginal cost
of production. While this level has come down somewhat as costs
reset lower, it remains substantially higher than current spot price
fixings and represents a normalized oil price that is sufficient to
incent continued investment in production.

A Constructive View on Equities
The recent sell-off in global equity markets could help mitigate one
of the main overhangs for the asset class: a belief that stocks had
gotten too expensive. The prospect of a Fed rate hike was another
major overhang for global stock markets, though with financial
conditions tightening and stocks correcting, that may now be
priced in as well. With such concerns abating against a backdrop
of broadly accommodative global monetary policy and significant
excess liquidity, conditions may be favorable for renewed equity
strength. At Templeton, we are encouraged by our continued
ability to uncover bottom-up bargain opportunities in this
environment. While correlations between equities remain
historically elevated and the environment is still excessively
macro-driven, we are witnessing a growing divergence in both
policy trends and market/economic performance. Consequently,
we are seeing widening spreads between, for example, growth
and value stocks, developed and emerging markets, and cyclical
and defensive sectors. As such imbalances persist, we expect
opportunities will continue to arise for value investors with the
patience and discipline to buy long-term business value potential
at a discount.
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal.
Special risks are associated with foreign investing, including
currency fluctuations, economic instability and political
developments; investments in emerging markets involve
heightened risks related to the same factors. To the extent a
strategy focuses on particular countries, regions, industries,
sectors or types of investment from time to time, it may be subject
to greater risks of adverse developments in such areas of focus
than a strategy that invests in a wider variety of countries, regions,
industries, sectors or investments.
IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION
Effective July 1, 2014, Templeton Investment Counsel, LLC,
assumed responsibility for Templeton Separately Managed
Accounts’ global and international equity SMA accounts, including
those in the Templeton Global Equity SMA Composite. Templeton
Investment Counsel, LLC is a sub-adviser to Templeton
Separately Managed Accounts.
Portfolio holdings information, opinions and other market or
economic information and data provided are as of the date of the
commentary, unless another date is expressly indicated, and may
change without notice. Statements of fact cited by the manager
have been obtained from sources considered reliable but no
representation is made as to the completeness or accuracy. The
manager’s assessment of a particular industry, security, sector or
investment is intended solely to provide insight into the manager’s
investment process and is not a recommendation to buy or sell
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any security, nor investment advice. This commentary is not a
complete analysis of every material fact regarding any market,
industry, security or portfolio.
The views expressed in this commentary are those of the portfolio
managers of Templeton Separately Managed Accounts only and
may vary from the views expressed by portfolio managers
representing other investment platforms or strategies within
Franklin Templeton. The way we implement our main investment
strategies and the resulting portfolio holdings may change
depending on factors such as market and economic conditions.
References to particular securities are only for the limited purpose
of illustrating general market or economic conditions and are not
recommendations to buy or sell a security or an indication of the
author’s or any managed account’s holdings. Such securities may
or may not be in one or more Templeton–managed portfolios from
time to time. References to and discussions about portfolio
holdings apply only to those portfolios managed by Templeton
Separately Managed Accounts. Any discussion about our
strategies or portfolios is specific to the respective
composites (The Templeton International Equity SMA
Composite and the Templeton Global Equity SMA Composite)
only and is not specific to any actual portfolio or account
within such strategies. Individual portfolios within the strategies
may differ due to a number of factors including but not limited to
portfolio size, specific investment guidelines and restrictions and
inception dates of individual portfolios. Although historical data
is no guarantee of future results, these insights may help you
understand our investment management philosophy.
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Templeton Separately Managed Accounts and Templeton are
defined as separate firms within Franklin Templeton Investments
for the purposes of complying with the Global Investment
Performance Standards (GIPS®) Templeton Separately Managed
Accounts (the "firm") manages portfolios for high net worth
individuals and institutional clients, applying a bottom-up, value
oriented, long-term investment style, focusing on global and nonU.S. markets. Templeton Separately Managed Accounts is a
division of Franklin Templeton Portfolio Advisors, Inc. ("FTPA"), a
subsidiary of Franklin Resources, Inc. ("FRI") and is a unit of the
broader Templeton organization. At Templeton Separately
Managed Accounts, brokerage, administrative, custodial and
investment management fees may be charged together as a
percentage of the portfolios’ assets (comprehensive fee or wrapfee) or may in some instances be charged separately (unbundled
fee). Effective July 1, 2014, Templeton Investment Counsel, LLC.
(TICLLC) assumed responsibility for Templeton Separately
Managed Accounts’ global and international equity SMA
accounts. TICLLC Is a sub-adviser to Templeton Separately
Managed Accounts. Retail and Institutional separate accounts
managed by affiliated Templeton entities are not included in the
firm definition. Templeton Separately Managed Accounts was
previously known as Templeton Portfolio Advisors prior to June
30, 2012. Templeton Portfolio Advisors was previously known as
the Templeton Private Client Group prior to October 1, 2004.

Templeton Global Equity SMA Composite consists of all of the
fully discretionary wrap-fee portfolios which have a non-U.S.
equity investment objective and for which the brokerage (including
trading expenses), administrative, custodial, and investment
management fees are charged together as a percentage of the
portfolio's assets (known as a comprehensive fee, wrap-fee or
bundled fee). As the criterion for inclusion in this composite is that
the portfolios have bundled fees (i.e. where commission costs are
not charged separately), 100% of the accounts in the composite
have bundled fees for all time periods presented. Foreign
investing, especially in developing countries, has additional risks
such as currency and market volatility and political or social
instability. Between June 30, 2012 and December 31, 2012, the
composite name was Templeton Global Equity SMA
Comprehensive Fee Composite. Prior to June 30, 2012, the
composite name was TPA Global Equity Composite Comprehensive Fee.
MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations
and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI
data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further
redistributed or used as a basis for other indices or any securities
or financial products. This report is not approved, reviewed or
produced by MSCI. The index is unmanaged and includes
reinvestment of any income or distributions. One cannot invest
directly in an index, nor is an index representative of the fund’s
portfolio.
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